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Abstract

Zwitterionic materials are an important class of antifouling biomaterials for various 
applications. Despite such desirable antifouling properties, molecular-level understanding 
of the structure-property relationship associated with surface chemistry/topology/hydration 
and antifouling performance still remains to be elucidated. In this work, we 
computationally studied the packing structure, surface hydration, and antifouling property 
of three zwitterionic polymer brushes of poly(carboxybetaine methacrylate) (pCBMA), 
poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (pSBMA), and poly((2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl) 
phosporylcoline) (pMPC)) brushes and a hydrophilic PEG brush using a combination of 
molecular mechanics (MM), Monte Carlo (MC), molecular dynamics (MD), and steered 
MD (SMD) simulations. We for the first time determined the optimal packing structures 
of all polymer brushes from a wide variety of unit cells and chain orientations in a complex 
energy landscape. Under optimal packing structures, MD simulations were further 
conducted to study the structure, dynamics, and orientation of water molecules and protein 
adsorption on four polymer brushes, while SMD simulations to study the surface resistance 
of polymer brushes to a protein. Collective results consistently revealed that three 
zwitterionic brushes exhibited the stronger interactions with water molecules and the 
higher surface resistance to a protein than PEG brush. It was concluded that both carbon 
space length between zwitterionic groups and the nature of the anionic groups have a 
distinct effect on the antifouling performance, leading to a following antifouling ranking 
of pCBMA > pMPC > pSBMA. This work hopefully provides some structural insights into 
the design of new antifouling materials beyond traditional PEG-based antifouling materials.

Keywords: Zwitterionic materials, Polymer brushes, Molecular simulation, Surface 
hydration, Antifouling property
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1. Introduction
Zwitterionic polymers possess a unique structural feature, i.e., a combination of the 

equal number of cationic groups (e.g. phosphonium, pyridinium, imidazolium and 
quaternary/tertiary/secondary/primary ammonium groups) and anionic groups (e.g. 
carboxylate, sulfonate, phosphate groups) in the same pendant motif1-2. Such unique 
structural feature also empowers zwitterionic polymers with different functional properties,  
including overall charge neutrality, high hydrophilicity, strong dipole pairs, and anti-
polyelectrolyte effect3. Zwitterionic polymers can be fabricated into different structural 
forms of brushes4-5, hydrogels6-8, membranes9, films10, particles11, and coatings12, with 
different functions of antifouling7-8, 12, stimuli-responsive13-16, antibacterial8, self-healing17, 
lubrication18-19 properties for different applications of marine coatings12, wound dressings20, 
drug/gene delivery carriers21-22, biosensors23-24, and implants7. Among these diverse 
structures, functions, and applications, zwitterionic polymers are still well recognized by 
their excellent antifouling property and used as antifouling coatings, comparable or even 
superior to poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based coatings25-27. The most common 
zwitterionic moieties include carboxybetaine (CB), sulfobetaine (SB), and 
phosphatidylcholine (PC), which are often used to be polymerized into polymer brushes 
via the grafting-to or grafting-from methods. The antifouling property of zwitterionic 
polymers is generally accepted by the water barrier principle, where zwitterionic ion pairs 
strongly attract neighboring waters via electrostatically induced interactions to form a 
tightly and stably bounded water layer on polymer brushes28, which would induce to form 
a physical and energy barrier to prevent the adsorption of proteins, cells, and bacteria, in 
assistance with steric repulsion of polymer chains5, 8, 29-32.

 
While experimental studies on zwitterionic brushes have been intensively conducted 

to demonstrate their surface resistance to proteins, cells, bacteria, and other 
micro/macroorganisms5, 33-36, it remains a great challenge to real-time quantify the changes 
in dynamic and interactive behavior of polymer brush, interfacial water, protein 
conformation/orientation at polymer/water/protein interface. Computer simulations can 
provide further insights into the structural, dynamical, and interaction properties at 
polymer-water and polymer-protein interfaces with an atomic resolution that is difficult to 
achieve experimentally. While there are some computational studies of zwitterionic 
polymer systems with main focus on surface hydration and protein interaction of 
zwitterionic monomers37-38 and zwitterionic-terminated self-assembled monolayers4, 
antifouling mechanism of zwitterionic monomer-grafted membranes39-40, and antifouling 
and mechanical properties of zwitterionic hydrogels41 using molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations, very few studies have been conducted to simulate the protein 
adsorption/desorption on zwitterionic brushes in the presence of explicit water. Early 
molecular simulations of zwitterionic materials mainly focused on the interfacial water 
behaviors on PC-terminated self-assembled monolayers (PC-SAMs), as in comparison 
with EG-, OH-, and CH3-terminated SAMs42-44. It was found that hydrophilic or 
zwitterionic-terminated SAMs including EG-, OH-, and PC-SAMs induced a stronger 
interaction with interfacial water molecules than hydrophobic CH3-SAM25, 43, 45-47, 
indicating that surface hydration is considered as a crucial factor for antifouling 
performance because the strongly hydration layer near the surface prevents the adhesion of 
foreign  substances. Later, with significant increase in computer power, MD simulations 
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allow to model and simulate more complex and larger polymer-grafted surfaces in the 
absence and presence of foulants. Cheung et al.48 applied MD simulations to examine the 
effect of grafting density on the conformation and hydration properties of a series of 
zwitterionic “peptoids” brushes. They found that chain flexibility and water density around 
peptoid brush chains were promoted by charged monomers/residues at “low” and 
“intermediate” grafting densities, but were suppressed at high grafting densities due to free 
volume effects. Liu et al.39 modelled a zwitterionic DMAPs-grafted PVDF membrane (e.g. 
PVDF-g-DMAPS membrane) and used this zwitterionic-coating membrane to study the 
fouling process of a sodium alginate in water molecules and CaCl2 ions. Hydrophilic 
property and electrostatic repulsion of PVDF-g-DMAPS membrane are the two dominate 
but competing factors to control antifouling capability at different zwitterionic DMAPS 
grafting ratios. Xiang et. al49 computationally studied the surface hydration and antifouling 
behavior of poly(sulfobetaine)-grafted (pSB) brushes using steered MD simulations. They 
observed the grafting-density-dependent antifouling behavior, i.e., surface resistance to 
protein is attributed to the surface hydration layer at highly grafted pSB brushes, but steric 
repulsion as induced by protein compression on intermediate- and low-grafted pSB brushes. 

While the above-mentioned simulations and experiments have examined the 
structural dependent of grafting density on a surface hydration, polymer dynamics, and 
their correlation with antifouling performance, they all did not address the packing 
structure of zwitterionic polymer brushes. Since most of polymer brushes are prepared via 
the two-step surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) by first 
coating an initiator-SAM on the gold substrate, followed by ATRP to gradually grow 
polymer chains to form polymer brushes with well-controlled thickness and roughness. 
Thus, the packing structure of these polymer brushes is solely determined by the packing 
structure of underlying initiator-SAM on the gold substrate, in which polymer chains have 
been often assumed to adopt the conventional √3×√3R30o lattice structure with a chain-
chain separation distance of 4.95 Ǻ via typical sulfur-gold (S-Au) bonds. Such 
conventional √3×√3R30o lattice structure can well describe the packing structure of 
polymer brushes with small terminal or pendant groups (e.g., -CH3, -EG, -OH, and COOH). 
However, it still remains unknown whether this small lattice structure can be also applied 
to other polymer brushes with much larger pendant groups. Our previous work has found 
that even for rigid and short SAMs, PC-SAMs prefer to adopt a larger √7×√7R19o lattice 
structure, instead of √3×√3R30o lattice structure, due to the larger size and stronger polarity 
of zwitterionic PC groups44.

Currently, there is little information on the packing structure of zwitterion polymer 
brushes, which prevents a better understanding of the structural-dependence relationship 
between surface hydration and protein resistance on a molecular scale. To bridge this gap, 
herein we performed different molecular dynamics simulations to computationally study 
the packing structure, surface hydration, and surface resistance to protein of the three 
zwitterionic polymer brushes of poly(carboxybetaine methacrylate) (pCBMA), 
poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (pSBMA), and poly((2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl) 
phosporylcoline) (pMPC)) brushes, as well as hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 
brush for comparison. Firstly, we studied and determined optimal lattice structures of four 
polymer brushes on Au substrate at their lowest energy states from a large energy landscape 
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using molecular mechanics (MM) simulations. Different from PEG brush, three 
zwitterionic polymer brushes are more likely to undergo large conformational changes and 
involve more complex inter- and intra-interactions (e.g. charge-charge, charge-dipole, and 
dipole-dipole interactions due to their long side chains and the larger zwitterionic groups, 
both of which would require the larger lattice structures to accommodate the packing 
structure and interactions between polymer chains. Then, upon obtaining optimal lattice 
structures, surface hydration and surface resistance to protein of the four polymer brushes 
were examined and compared using both conventional molecular dynamics (MD) and 
steered MD (SMD) simulations. Collective MD data from RDFs, coordination number, 
self-diffusion, and mean residence time of interfacial water molecules revealed that 
pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC brushes had the stronger and more stable interactions with 
interfacial water molecules than PEG brush. SMD further demonstrated the existence of 
repulsive force derived from three zwitterionic brushes to resist protein adsorption. Among 
four polymer brushes, the strength of surface hydration and protein resistance decreased in 
the order of pCBMA > pMPC > pSBMA > PEG. Our simulation works for the first time 
determined the optimal packing structure of zwitterionic brushes and provided a more 
accurate description of packing structural dependent relationship between surface 
hydration and antifouling property of zwitterionic polymer brushes at atomic level, which 
helps to design more effective antifouling materials and coating surfaces.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Force Field Parameters

We developed the CHARMM-format force field parameters of CBMA and SBMA 
monomers using the ParaChem tool (https://cgenff.paramchem.org/)50 and obtained the 
force field parameters of MPC and EG monomers from both CHARMM36 lipid 
paramters51 and CHARMM35 ether parameters52, respectively. The molecular structure of 
CBMA, SBMA, and MPC monomers are showed in Figure 1 and their force field 
parameters in the CHARMM format were provided in Table S1. Lysozyme (LYZ, PDB 
ID: 7LYZ)53 was selected as a model protein to study of four different brushes due to 
extensive studies on its adsorption behavior on different surfaces. CHARMM27 parameter 
set with CMAP correction54 was used to model the lysozyme, water (TIP3P model), and 
counter ions. 

Figure 1. Molecular structures of (a) carboxybetaine methacrylate (CBMA), (b) 
sulfobetaine methacrylate (SBMA), and (c) (2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl) phosporylcoline 
(MPC). 
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2.2. Model construction of polymer brushes 
To study surface hydration of different polymer brushes, we constructed polymer 

brush models in the presence of the explicit TIP3P water model, including three 
zwitterionic polymer brush models (pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC) and a PEG model. For 
any given polymer brush model, single chain was firstly constructed by connecting 5 
repeated carboxybetaine methacrylate (CBMA), sulfobetaine methacrylate (SBMA), (2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl) phosporylcoline (MPC), or ethylene glycol (EG) monomers to an 
initiator on Au and then energy minimized in vacuum. Then, we applied molecular 
mechanics (MM) simulations to determine the optimal packing structure of different 
brushes. The optimal packing structure of these brushes primarily depends on the packing 
density and the orientation of brush chains. For any given minimized single chain of 
zwitterionic polymer or PEG brush, we created a 6×6 array of brush chains to model the 
packing structure of various polymer brushes by using 29 unit cells as a basic building 
block to describe their different packing densities and by rotating polymer chains from 0 
to 360o by every 30o to describe different chain orientations. Table 1 summarizes 29 unit 
cells and the corresponding geometric parameters (a, b, γ, and unit area), where a and b are 
the two vector lengths of different lattice structures and γ is the angle between a and b. The 
optimal packing structure of the four polymer brushes were determined at the lowest-
energy state by comparing all possible packing structures from a combination of 29 unit 
cells and 12 chain rotations. Based on the optimal packing structure obtained above, we 
further created the much larger-size polymer brushes using a 15×9 array for zwitterionic 
polymer brush (135 zwitterionic polymer brush chains) and a 15×15 array for PEG (225 
PEG chains) in the presence of the explicit TIP3P water molecules to study their surface 
hydration properties. 

Table 1. Geometric parameters of 29 unit cells for a single brush chain 
Lattice 
Name a (Å) b (Å) γ (°) Area (Å2)

Lattice 
Name a (Å) b (Å) γ (°) Area (Å2)

3 4.995 4.995 60 21.6 9b 8.652 7.630 79.1 64.8
4a 5.768 4.995 90 28.8 10a 9.990 10.398 43.9 72.0
4b 5.768 5.768 60 28.8 10b 10.398 7.630 65.2 72.0
5 7.630 4.995 70.9 36.0 10c 7.630 9.990 70.9 72.0
6a 8.652 4.995 90 43.2 10d 14.420 4.995 90 72.0
6b 9.990 4.995 60 43.2 10e 14.420 5.768 60 72.0
6c 8.652 5.768 60 43.2 10f 15.260 4.995 70.9 72.0
6d 5.768 7.630 79.1 43.2 11a 12.570 7.630 55.8 79.3
7 7.630 7.630 60 50.4 11b 7.630 10.398 90 79.3
8a 11.536 4.995 90 57.6 12a 11.360 8.652 61.6 86.4
8b 11.536 5.768 60 57.6 12b 8.652 10.398 73.9 86.4
8c 10.398 5.768 73.9 57.6 12c 14.980 7.630 48.2 86.4
8d 9.990 7.630 49.1 57.6 12d 11.360 7.630 85.6 86.4
8e 9.990 5.768 90 57.6 12e 8.652 9.990 90 86.4
9a 8.652 8.652 60 64.8
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2.3. Model construction of polymer brushes in the presence of a protein
Based on the optimal packing structures of the four polymer brushes, we will further 

examine the surface resistance ability to protein of the four polymer brushes by 
constructing the four polymer-protein models of polymer brushes with a lysozyme 
(pCBMA-LYZ, pSBMA-LYZ, pMPC-LYZ, and PEG-LYZ) in the presence of the explicit 
TIP3P water molecules and counter ions of NaCl. The calculated ionic strength was 1.85, 
1.54, and 1.54 mol/L for pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC systems, respectively, which 
appears to be much higher than ionic strength of 0.295 mol/L in PBS solution. First, Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulations were performed to determine the optimal orientations of a 
lysozyme on different zwitterionic and PEG brushes. All polymer brushes were firstly 
energy minimized in the implicit solvent model while fixing sulfur atoms of initiators by 
using the conjugate gradient method for 1000 steps. Then, a lysozyme was placed at 
various separation distances of 3 to 10 Å above the minimized brushes with a random, 
initial orientation. During MC simulations, at a given separation distance between the 
lysozyme and polymer brushes, lysozyme was allowed to rotate freely around its center of 
mass for 5000 steps to find its optimal orientation on different polymer brushes, where 
brush surfaces were constrained in the x-y plane. The optimal orientation of lysozyme on 
distinct polymer brush was determined at the lowest interaction energy state between the 
brush and lysozyme. Upon determining the optimal orientation of a lysozyme on each 
polymer brush, these lysozyme-brushes configurations will be used as a starting pose to 
further study the adsorption process of a lysozyme on different brushes using molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations and the surface resistance ability (i.e. repulsive force) of 
different brushes to a lysozyme using steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations. The 
details of MD and SMD simulations of a lysozyme on polymer brushes were described 
below.  

From a modeling viewpoint, our and other brush models were constructed in a perfect 
flatness to eliminate any surface roughness effect on surface hydration and protein 
resistance. As shown in Figure below, the averaged brush heights for three zwitterionic 
brushes were well retained at a constant value, with almost undetectable fluctuation. 
Without surface roughness, molecular simulations can truly reflect the intrinsic antifouling 
property of polymer brush itself. From an experimental viewpoint, surface roughness is 
always a factor to influence surface hydration and protein interactions. We and other 
researchers have reported that either the flat surface or nanopatterned surfaces have the 
much better antifouling performance than randomized surface roughness55-61. 

2.4. MD Simulation Details 
Prior to equilibrium and production MD simulations, multiple energy minimizations 

were performed to remove bad contacts and relax systems for each polymer brush model 
with or without a lysozyme: (i) conjugate gradient minimization was performed by 
constraining brush chains and a lysozyme to relax water molecules for 5000 steps; (ii) 
additional 5000-step minimization was carried out to relax all atoms with fixing only sulfur 
atoms; (iii) a short 0.5-ns MD simulations with time step of 1 fs was conducted to relax 
water molecules and ions with atoms of brush chains and lysozyme being fixed; (iv) 
another 0.5-ns MD simulations with fixing sulfur atoms at time step of 1 fs. 
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For conventional MD simulations, they were performed using all-atom NAMD 2.12 
package54  with CHARMM force field under a NVT (constant number of atoms, constant 
volume, and constant temperature) ensemble and 3D periodic boundary condition. The 
temperature was maintained at 298 K using Langevin thermostat method with a damping 
coefficient of 1 ps-1. All covalent bonds including hydrogen bonds were constrained by 
RATTLE method, so that velocity Velert method was performed to integrate Newton 
motion equation with a larger timestep of 2-fs. For SMD simulations, lysozyme was firstly 
placed above the brushes with a separation distance of 14 Å. Then, a harmonic force with 
a force constant of 15 kcal/(mol*A2) was applied to the center of mass of lysozyme by 
pulling the lysozyme towards the brushes at a constant velocity of 0.05 m/s using the 
NAMD 2.12 package54. During this puling process, a total of force acting on the lysozyme 
was real-time recorded. For both MD and SMD simulations, long-range electrostatic 
potentials were calculated by Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) with the grad space of 0.5 Å, 
while short-range van der Waals (VDW) potentials were estimated by the switching 
function with a twin-range cutoff at 12 Å and 14 Å. All MD trajectories were saved every 
2 ps for further analysis. 

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Optimal packing structures of zwitterionic polymer and PEG Brushes 

The packing structure of a polymer brush is generally described by packing density 
and chain orientation, both of which are critical for the physicochemical properties of the 
polymer brush62. Briefly, regarding packing density, we first used a total of twenty-nine 
unit cells with different sizes and shapes to separately construct twenty-nine 6×6 assays 
(containing 36 polymer chains) to model different packing densities of the four polymer 
brushes. Figure 2 shows the twenty-nine unit cells and Table 1 summarizes their geometric 
parameters (a, b, and γ in). Each unit cell is denoted by a number and a letter, where the 
number represents the number of Au atoms (solid cycles) in unit cell and the letter is used 
to distinguish different unit cells under the same number of Au atoms. Then, to consider 
the chain orientation effect for any given packing density of polymer brush, we further 
rotated 36 polymer chains from 0° to 360° by every 30° to describe different chain 
orientations. Thus, for a given polymer brush, a total of 348 packing structures were 
constructed and their packing energies were calculated and compared using MM. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of twenty-nine unit cells used to accommodate a single chain and to 
present the packing density of polymer brushes. All of unit cells are defined by their lattice 
structural parameters (a, b, γ) and unit area as shown in this Figure and listed in Table 1. 
Each unit cell is denoted by an integer and a letter, where an integer represents the number 
of Au atoms (solid circles) per unit cell and a letter represent each distinct unit cell 
containing the same number of Au atoms. 
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Figure 3. Searching for the optimal packing structures (red circles) of three zwitterionic 
and one PEG brushes. Packing energies of (a) pCBMA, (b) pSBMA, (c) pMPC, and (d) 
PEG brushes as a function of unit cells with already determined optimal chain orientation 
of polymer chains. For each unit cell, brush chain orientation is considered by varying 
from 0° to 360° with an increase of 30°.

Figure 3 shows the packing energies of three zwitterionic polymer (pCBMA, 
pSBMA, and pMPC) and one PEG brushes as a function of unit cells with the already 
determined optimal chain orientations from MM simulations. As shown in Figure 3, for 
all brush systems, there existed an optimal unit cell to better accommodate brush chains 
driven by the most energetically favorable chain-chain interactions. Generally, polymer 
brushes packed with too small unit cells (e.g. 3, 4a, 4b, and 5) led to unfavorable packing 
interactions due to the steric overpacking effect between large pendant groups, while the 
brushes with too large unit cells (e.g. 11a, 11b, 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d, and 12e) also lost some 
van der Waals (VDW) interactions due to the large separation distance between polymer 
chains. On the other hand, three zwitterionic polymer brushes (pCBMA, pSBMA, and 
pMPC) adopted distinct packing structure, showing a structure-dependent behavior. 
pCBMA containing two ethylene groups between zwitterionic groups reached the lowest 
packing energy at a unit cell of 10b with the optimal chain orientation of 330°, while 
pSBMA and pMPC with three ethylene groups between zwitterionic groups preferred to 
adopt the larger unit cells of 12c and 12d with the optimal chain orientations of 30° and 
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60°, respectively. Completely different from the three zwitterionic brushes, PEG brush 
with small ethylene glycol groups demonstrated energetical preference to adopt a typical 
√3×√3R30o configuration with the chain orientation of 30°, consistent with several 
previous works42, 46, 63. As a result, the packing density was 72.0 Å2 per pCBMA chain, 
86.4 Å2 per pSBMA chain, and 86.4 Å2 per pMPC chain, all of which are 3-4 times larger 
than the packing density of PEG brushes (i.e., 21.6 Å2 per PEG chain). 

3.2. Interfacial water structures and dynamics on polymer brushes 
On the basis of the “water barrier” hypothesis, it is generally accepted that the tightly 

bonded water layer near polymer brushes is critical for the antifouling performance, 
because structured and dynamic water at interfaces can greatly mediate protein adsorption64. 
Since it is not possible to use single or simple parameters derived from water behavior to 
well correlate the strength of bound water molecules to polymer chains with protein 
adsorption, the binding behavior of interfacial water molecules to polymer chains is 
characterized and measured by radial distribution function (RDF), coordinated number, 
orientation distribution, residence time, and self-diffusion coefficients of water molecules 
on polymer brushes. 

Figure 4a shows radius distribution functions (RDFs) of interfacial water molecules 
on pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG brushes, where RDF presents the ratio of local 
water density to bulk water density as a function of the distance from the reference groups 
of polymer brushes. Oxygen atoms from PEG brush and zwitterionic groups (CO2

-, SO3
-, 

or PO4
-) from the corresponding pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC brushes were selected as 

reference points for RDFs. At the first glance, all pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
brushes exhibited two major peaks (i.e. first/second peaks) at the locations of 3.40/4.85 Å, 
3.55/5.32 Å, 3.85/5.95 Å, and 2.85/4.75 Å, respectively, where the first hydration peak was 
much pronounced than the second one, indicating more water molecules in the first 
hydration layer than the second hydration layer. While pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC 
brushes had similar reference points for CO2

-, SO3
-, and PO4

-, the two peak locations 
showed an increased order of pCBMA > pSBMA > pMPC. Packing density can also 
influence the distribution of water molecules at the surface. Along with a fact that pCBMA 
brush has the higher packing density than pSBMA and pMPC brushes, the shift of 
hydration peaks indicates that as compared to relatively loosely packed pSBMA and pMPC 
brushes, water molecules are still inclined to penetrate into the tightly packed pCBMA 
brush to form a more enriched hydration layer at the pCBMA surface. Next in Figure 4b, 
we quantified coordination number (Nw) of interfacial water molecules of pCBMA, 
pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG by integrating the first hydration shell of RDFs from Figure 4a. 
It can be seen in Figure 4b that Nw around pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC brushes were 
5.54, 4.90, and 5.33, respectively, which were much higher than Nw=1.25 for PEG, 
confirming that zwitterionic moieties (e.g. -CB, -SB, and -PC) can induce the much 
stronger surface hydration than EG group. We attribute the structural differences in RDF 
shift and Nw between zwitterionic brushes and hydrophilic brushes to the different 
solvation mode, i.e., ionic solvation of zwitterionic polymer brushes induces the stronger 
hydration strength than hydrogen bonding solvation of hydrophilic polymer brushes.
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Figure 4. Interfacial water structures on the four polymer brushes. (a) RDFs and (b) 
coordination number (Nw) of interfacial water molecules on pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and 
PEG brushes. 

To characterize the orientation distribution of water molecules on the four different 
polymer brushes, we defined an angle θ between the dipole moment of water molecule and 
the brush normal, as illustrated in Figure 5a, where 0° (H-down) or 180° (H-up) indicates 
that a water molecule orients vertically relative to the surface with two hydrogens pointing 
towards or away from the surface, while 90° indicates a water molecule lie parallel to the 
surface.  Figure 5b shows the orientation distribution of water molecules (θ) in the first 
hydration layer around the four different polymer brushes. As a control, θ obtained from 
bulk water had a broad and almost flat distribution, indicating a random orientation 
distribution of water molecules in bulk. Four θ profiles on polymer brushes displayed a 
single dominant peak, but with different maximal θ values, i.e., θmax=100°, 100°, 130°, and 
110° for pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG brushes, respectively. Since PEG brush tends 
to interact with water molecules via hydrogen bonds between oxygen atoms in EG groups 
and hydrogen atoms in water, interfacial water molecules had both H-up and H-down 
orientations on the surface. Differently, H-down oriented water molecules were 
preferentially located on pCMBA and pSBMA brushes, while H-up oriented water 
molecules tended to sit on the phosphate groups of pMPC brush (Figure 5b). Either case 
demonstrates a highly ordered behavior of water molecules occurring at the interface. Such 
difference in θ profiles is another indicator that interfacial water molecules adopt certain 
highly populated orientation to interact with polymer brushes relative to disordered bulk 
water. 
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Figure 5. Water orientation distribution (θ) on pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
brushes. (a) Definition and (b) distribution probability of θ in the first hydration layer of 
the four polymer brushes. 

Since the preferential water orientation is strongly depended on surface chemistry 
and structure of polymer brushes, we further quantified the structurally orientation of 
terminated zwitterionic groups of pCBMA (CO2

- and NC4
+), pSBMA (SO3

- and NC4
+), and 

pMPC (PO4
- and NC4

+) brushes. We defined an angle φ between the dipole moment of 
terminal zwitterionic moieties and the brush normal to quantify the averaged orientation of 
all zwitterionic moiety in brushes (Figure 6a). The dipole moment of terminal zwitterionic 
moieties was defined as positive groups (NC4

+) orientating towards negative groups (CO2
-, 

SO3
-, and PO4

-) of pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC. 

The distribution probability profiles of φ in Figure 6b showed that the highly 
populated φ for pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC was peaked at 60°-90°, 90°, and 130° 
respectively. Despite difference in φ, further visual inspection of MD trajectories showed 
that all zwitterionic brushes formed a well-defined layer with relatively uniform thickness 
and top surface. It appeared that the zwitterionic groups dominated the chain orientation to 
retain the extended brush conformations. Meanwhile, to minimize the zwitterionic group-
induced dipole on the brush surfaces, zwitterionic groups tended to adjust their orientations 
to have specific interactions with water molecules. pCBMA brush had up-tilted orientation 
of 60°-90° to facilitate negatively charged CO2

- groups to interact with positively charged 
hydrogen atoms of water molecules. pSBMA brush adopted almost parallel orientation to 
the surface, which exposed more negatively charged sulfonate groups and hydrophobic 
CH2 groups at the water–zwitterion interface while remaining the positively charged 
quaternary ammonium groups to stay largely in the inner region of the brush. Differently, 
pMPC (130°) had a completely opposite dipole from pCBMA (60°-90°) and pSBMA (90°), 
thus pMPC adopted down-titled orientation of 130° to better accommodation with water 
molecules to form a dense dipole network between positively charged NC4

+ group of 
pMPC and negatively charged oxygen atoms of interfacial water molecules. Overall, 
comparison of the distribution probability of water orientation (θ) in Figure 5b with the 
dipole distribution of zwitterionic groups (φ) in Figure 6b confirms the formation of 
interfacial dipole network between zwitterionic groups and water molecules in the first 
hydration shell, which acts to minimize the surface dipoles and charges for enhancing 
surface hydration and possibly suppressing electrostatic/dipole-induced protein adsorption. 
A number of studies have showed that water molecules adopted both H-down and H-up 
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orientations at zwitterionic POPC/water interface65-66. Water strongly associated with the 
negatively charged PO4

- with H-up orientation exhibited relatively stronger H-bond 
interaction with zwitterionic surface than that associated with positively charged NC4

+ with 
H-down orientation, presumably due to the higher charge density of PO4

- group (-1.2e) 
than NC4

+ group (+0.78e). It was also reported that the positively charged surfaces are 
more favorable to interact with oxygen atoms of water molecules, while the negatively 
charged surfaces tend to interact with hydrogen atoms of water molecules67-68, highlighting 
the importance of surface chemistry of the brushes in water orientation. 

Figure 6. Dipole orientations of zwitterionic groups in pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC 
brushes. (a) Definition and (b) dipole distribution probability (%) of φ for pCBMA, 
pSMBA, and pMPC brushes. φ is an angle between a dipole of zwitterionic groups of 
pCBMA (60°-90°), pSBMA (90°), and pMPC (130°) and the brush normal.

From a dynamic viewpoint of a water hydration shell around different zwitterionic 
polymer brushes, we applied the mean residence time (MRT, Figure 7a) and self-diffusion 
coefficient (SDC, Figure 7b) to characterize the dynamics of interfacial water molecules 
in the first hydration layer of the four brushes. MRT (τs) is obtained by fitting an 
autocorrelation function of  with , 𝐶𝑅(𝑡) =

1
𝑁𝑤

∑𝑁𝑤

𝑗 = 1
< 𝑃𝑅𝑗(0)𝑃𝑅𝑗(𝑡) >

< 𝑃𝑅𝑗(0)2 > 𝐶𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝( ―
𝑡
𝜏𝑠

)
where  is a binary function and the value of 0 (1) presents that the jth water molecules 𝑃𝑅𝑗
stays (leaves) in a layer with a thickness of R at a time of t. A longer residence time (τs) 
indicates more stable water-polymer interactions, and vice versa. As shown in Figure 7a, 
the residence time of interfacial water molecules in the first hydration layer of pCBMA, 
pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG, as derived from a decay in a lifetime autocorrelation function, 
were 480 ps, 132 ps, 306 ps, and 63 ps, respectively, all of which were much longer than 
residence time of water molecules in bulk (40 ps), indicating the more stable association 
between polymers and water than water-water interactions. Water molecules bound to three 
zwitterionic brushes also exhibited 2-8 times longer τs than those bound to PEG brush, 
indicating that ionic solvation as induced by zwitterionic groups imposes the stronger 
interactions with water molecules than hydrogen bonds as induced by hydrophilic groups. 
The residence time is also strongly dependent on the electrostatic interactions between 
water molecules and the anionic groups, which rely on the charge densities of the anionic 
groups. Thus, we observed that τs for the three zwitterionic brushes exhibited a decreased 
order of pCBMA > pMPC > pSBMA, consistent with the coordination numbers of water 
molecules around zwitterionic brushes. In addition, carbon space length (CSL) may also 
affect the hydration structural and dynamic properties of these three zwitterionic groups. 
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pCBMA and pMPC with CSL=2 between zwitterionic groups had a longer τs of interfacial 
water molecules than pSBMA with CSL=3, probably because the smaller CSL=2 allows 
water molecules to form a bridge hydration layer between zwitterionic groups. 

Figure 7. Interfacial water dynamics on polymer brushes. (a) Mean residence time (τs) 
and (b) self-diffusion coefficients (SDC) of interfacial water molecules in the first 
hydration shell of pCBMA, pSMBA, pMPC, and PEG brushes.  

In parallel to τs, dynamically, surface-bound water molecules will be slowed by 
nearly any surface and the degree of slowing can be measured by water self-diffusion 
coefficients (SDC). Herein, we also examined the self-diffusion coefficient (SDC) of 
interfacial water molecules in the first hydration layer of pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and 
PEG brushes by fitting a function of , where  and SDC = lim

𝑡→∞

1
6𝑡 < [𝑟𝑗(𝑡) ― 𝑟𝑗(0)]2 > 𝑟𝑖(𝑡) 𝑟𝑖

 are the coordinates of the jth atom at time of t and 0, respectively, and <···> indicates (0)
the ensemble average. As shown in Figure 7b, pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
exhibited the smaller SDC of 1.22×10-5cm2/s, 1.73×10-5cm2/s, 1.47×10-5 cm2/s, and 
1.97×10-5cm2/s than bulk water (2.30×10-5cm2/s), suggesting that all polymer brushes slow 
water diffusion considerably more than themselves. Among the four brushes, PEG-bound 
water molecules are more dynamics than zwitterionic-bound water molecules, as evidenced 
by the shorter τs and the larger SDC. 

Obviously, the packing structure and surface chemistry of zwitterionic brushes (e.g. 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity ratio, charge distributions of cationic and anionic groups, 
and intra- or inter- interactions between zwitterionic groups) are greatly contributed to the 
structure and dynamics of water molecules, which are essential for understanding surface 
hydration and underlying polymer-water interactions. Collective simulation data from 
RDFs, coordination number, residence time, and self-diffusive coefficient showed 
consistent results on the structure and dynamics of interfacial water molecules. 
Zwitterionic brushes, particularly pCBMA, not only bind more water molecules, but also 
bind them the stronger and longer, than PEG brush, confirming that zwitterionic groups 
induce stronger surface hydration than hydrophilic groups. Among three zwitterionic 
brushes, different hydration properties are attributed to both zwitterionic groups and CSLs 
in zwitterionic polymer chains. Previous studies have shown that the hydration free energy 
and charge density of NC4-CO2 (-261±12 kJ/mol and -5.3 e/nm3) were smaller than NC4-
SO3

 (-251±17 kJ/mol and -4.5 e/nm3), indicating stronger surface free energy of -CB 
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moieties than -SB moieties37, 69. In addition, simulation results also showed the impact of 
CSL-induced surface hydration. pCBMA has a CSL of 2 between CO2

- and NC4
+ groups, 

while pSBMA and pMPC have a CSL of 3 between SO3
- and NC4

+ and between PO4
- and 

NC4
+. The increase of the number of CSL will increase a hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity 

ratio of zwitterionic chains and alter chain flexibility, both of which would lead to different 
water–polymer interactions to induce different surface hydration and antifouling behaviors 
for different polymer brushes. Also, CSL=2 in pCBMA has a separation distance of 3.8 Ǻ, 
which allows water molecules to form bridging bonds between the two adjacent CO2

- and 
NC4

+ groups. 

3.3. Protein adsorption/desorption on polymer brushes
Lysozyme is selected as a model foulant protein to quantify the degree of surface 

resistance of zwitterionic and PEG brushes. Protein adsorption process demands long 
timescale of seconds to hours in experiments, which is far beyond the timescale of 100 ns-
μs of conventional molecular dynamics70. To overcome this timescale issue, we proposed 
two different computational strategies to study the lysozyme adsorption process on 
polymer brushes. The first strategy is to use a combination of Monte Carlo (MC) and MD 
simulations to study the lysozyme adsorption/desorption process on different polymer 
brushes, in which MC simulations were first performed to determine optimal orientation 
of a lysozyme on polymer brushes, followed all-atom, explicit-water MD simulations to 
determine the surface resistance to a  lysozyme. Figure 8 showed that after two-million 
steps of MC simulations, the optimal orientations of lysozyme on pCBMA, pSBMA, 
pMPC, and PEG brushes were determined at their lowest energy states. 

Upon, at the lowest-, a lysozyme adopted a similar orientation with V-shape region 
of the lysozyme was oriented away from the three zwitterionic polymer brushes (Figure 
8). However, we can also observe that lysozyme on PEG adopted a different orientation 
from the other three cases, with V-shape region of the lysozyme orientated towards the 
surface. Further, we characterized the residues of lysozyme orientating towards the brushes 
(Table 2). As shown in Table 2, some common residues of Arg125, Gly126, Cys127, and 
Arg128 were found to face towards pCBMA and pSBMA brushes, which differed from the 
residue sequence of Thr118-Asp119-Gln121-Ala122-Trp123-Ile124-Arg125 orientating towards 
pMPC brush. All the above-mentioned residues adopted unstructured coil when facing to 
zwitterionic brushes. Differently, PEG brush induced the lysozyme to orient two regions 
of Thr118-Asp119-Gln121-Ala122-Trp123-Ile124-Arg125 (random coils) and Arg21-Gly22-Tyr23-
Ser24-Leu25 (α-helical structure) towards the surface. 

Table 2. Residues of lysozyme orientating towards pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
brushes from MC simulations.

pCBMA pSBMA pMPC PEG

Residues Arg125 Gly126 
Cys127 Arg128

Arg125 Gly126 
Cys127 Arg128

Thr118 Asp119 Gln121 
Ala122 Trp123 Ile124 
Arg125

Arg21 Gly22 Tyr23 Ser24 
Leu25 Thr118 Asp119 Gln121 
Ala122 Trp123 Ile124 Arg125
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Figure 8. Optimal orientations of lysozyme on (a) pCBMA, (b) pSBMA, (c) pMPC, and 
(d) PEG brushes at the lowest energy state, as determined by MC simulations. 

Upon obtaining the optimal orientations of a lysozyme on each polymer brush from MC 
simulations, we initiated the MD simulations by placing the lysozyme above the brush 
surface with a short separation distance of ~4 Å, which aims to mimic a pre-adsorption 
state. In this way, the less energy barrier is required for lysozyme to overcome in order to 
achieve its adsorption. If lysozyme is still rejected by polymer brushes, this further 
confirms the strong surface resistance property of a given polymer brush. Figure 9 shows 
the relative positions of lysozyme relative to pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG surfaces 
as a function of simulation time, and final MD snapshots were also given to present the 
overall outcome of adsorption process. Visual inspection of 80-ns MD trajectories showed 
that as the simulation began, the lysozyme was quickly desorbed from the three 
zwitterionic brushes, as indicated by a large separation distance of 10-20 Ǻ within 10 ns 
and final separation distance of 20-70 Ǻ at 80 ns (Figure 9a-c), indicating the strong 
surface resistance of zwitterionic brushes to the lysozyme. In Figure 9d, different from 
zwitterionic brushes, lysozyme initially tended to weakly stay on the surface of PEG brush, 
as evidenced by a short separation distance of 0 to 5 Å within the first 45 ns. But after 45 
ns, lysozyme gradually flied away from PEG brush. Furthermore, due to the desorption of 
lysozyme from the four polymer brushes, the secondary and tertiary structures of lysozyme 
were largely maintained. 
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Figure 9. Time-dependent desorption process and final MD snapshots of lysozyme from 
(a) pCBMA, (b) pSBMA, (c) pMPC, and (d) PEG brushes. 

We further proposed and implemented the second computational strategy to study 
the surface resistance ability to a lysozyme using steered molecular dynamic (SMD) 
simulations. Figure 10a illustrates the dynamical process of lysozyme approaching the 
polymer brushes from 14 Ǻ to immediate contact of pCMBA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
brushes at a speed of 0.05 m/s by applying a harmonic force on the mass center of lysozyme. 
The driving speed of 0.05 m/s is slow enough to ensure an approximately quasistatic 
approach to the surface. During this process, the potential of mean force (PMF) can be 
obtained (Figure 10b) through the umbrella sampling method. As shown in Figure 10b, 
for all polymer brushes, there were no any repulsive force or attractive force acting on 
lysozyme when a separation distance between lysozyme and surface was larger than 9 Ǻ. 
The nearly zero and flat force profiles also indicate that the lysozyme can readily approach 
any polymer brush without any anomalously high barriers. However, as lysozyme started 
to approach the brush surfaces from 14 Ǻ to immediate contact of pCBMA and pMPC, 
pCBMA and pMPC brushes exhibited a significant increase of repulsive forces from 0 to 
-7000 pN and 0 to -5500 pN, respectively, indicating the strong surface resistance of both 
pCBMA and pMPC brushes to lysozyme adsorption. Differently, repulsive forces against 
lysozyme adsorption from pSBMA and PEG brushes were largely reduced to -2000 and -
1000 pN, respectively, indicating that energy barriers for protein adsorption became much 
less pronounced. 

To better understand the origin of repulsive forces from polymer brushes, we further 
analyzed repulsive force at the two special locations of hydration layers, at which the 
repulsive force begins to dramatically increase. As shown in Figure 10c, repulsive force 
on lysozyme at the first/second hydration layers was -2500/-700 pN for pCBMA, -500/-
200 pN for pSBMA, -2500/-500 pN for pMPC, and -200/0 pN for PEG, respectively. This 
indicates that (1) repulsive force to break through the 2nd hydration layers by lysozyme was 
much smaller than that to break through the 1st hydration layers; (2) hydration layer indeed 
provides a physical and energetic barrier against protein adsorption; (3) repulsive forces 
from pCBMA and pMPC brushes were much higher than those from pSBMA and PEG 
brushes at both hydration layers. Particularly, repulsive force from pCBMA and pMPC 
brushes started to increase much earlier and steeper between two hydration layers, further 
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highlighting the stronger association of CO2
- and PO4

- groups with water molecules than 
SO3

- and EG groups. A number of SPR results71-72 have shown that the surfaces coated 
with pCBMA, pSBMA, and PEG brushes had protein adsorption from undiluted human 
blood serum/plasma of ~7.5/0.4 ng/cm2, 45.1/9.1 ng/cm2, and 87.5/>300.0 ng/cm2, 
respectively, indicating pCBMA brush can achieve stronger antifouling ability to reject 
protein than pSBMA and PEG71-74. However, another quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 
study has found that pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC brushes had protein adsorption of 79 
ng/cm2, 31 ng/cm2, and 17 ng/cm2 from undiluted fetal bovine serum, respectively73, 
suggesting that pMPC outperformed the other two zwitterionic brushes in terms of 
antifouling capacity. Such controversial results for the same materials but from different 
labs could be resulted from different experimental conditions or measurable methods73. 
Moreover, it was reported that all of three pCBMA, pCBMA, and pMPC brushes can 
achieve very small water contact angle of <20°, with some minor differences between them 
(e.g. 13-15° for pCBMA brushes, 8-10° for pMPC brushes, and 19° for pSBMA brushes)73. 
Considering both simulation and experimental results together, zwitterionic brushes exhibit 
the stronger surface hydration and surface resistance to protein than PEG brush. Among 
three zwitterionic brushes, pCBMA and pMPC brushes outperform the other polymer 
brush to achieve the best surface hydration and protein resistance on the basis of an optimal 
combination of packing structures, zwitterionic groups, and CSLs. 

Figure 10. (a) Schematic of SMD simulations by pulling a lysozyme towards polymer 
brushes at a constant velocity of 0.05 m/s, (b) repulsive force-distance profiles between 
lysozyme and pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG brushes, and (c) repulsive force acting 
on lysozyme at the 1st and 2nd hydration layers of pCBMA, pSBMA, pMPC, and PEG 
brushes.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we computationally studied the packing structure, surface hydration, 

and surface resistance to protein of three zwitterionic polymer (pCBMA, pSBMA, and 
pMPC) brushes, as well as a PEG brush for a comparison using MM, MC, conventional 
MD, and SMD simulations, where MM was used to determine the optimal packing 
structures of the four polymer brushes, MC to predict optimal orientations of a lysozyme 
on the brushes, MD to examine the surface hydration and lysozyme adoption of the brushes, 
and SMD to quantify the repulsive force acting on a lysozyme from the brushes, 
respectively. Firstly, pCBMA, pSBMA, and pMPC brushes with the longer pendant 
sidechains energetically preferred to adopt much larger unit cells of 10b (a=10.395 Å, 
b=7.630 Å, γ=65.2°, Area=72.0 Å2), 12c (a=14.980 Å, b=7.630 Å, γ=48.2°, Area=86.4 
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Å2), 12a (a=11.360 Å, b=8.652 Å, γ=61.6°, Area=86.4 Å2), respectively, in contrast to PEG 
brush with the smaller √3×√3R30° lattice structure. Upon obtaining optimal packing 
structures of polymer brushes, collective MD simulation data from RDFs, coordination 
number, dipole distribution, self-diffusion coefficient, and mean residence time of 
interfacial water molecules revealed the different binding strength and stability of 
interfacial waters to different brushes, as ranked by surface hydration in terms of pCBMA > 
pMPC > pSBMA > PEG. Finally, a combination of MD and SMD simulation studies 
further confirmed that while all brushes imposed strong surface resistance to lysozyme 
adsorption, repulsive forces acting on a lysozyme from the brushes was shown in a 
decreasing order of pCBMA > pMPC > pSBMA > PEG, consistent with the surface 
hydration order. Both orders reveal a positive relationship between surface hydration 
and antifouling properties of polymer brushes at atomic level. This computational work not 
only shows that subtle structural change in zwitterionic pendant groups but the same 
polymer backbone can greatly enhance antifouling performance, but also provide 
important structure-based design principles, in which combination of zwitterionic groups 
with optimal CSLs could serve as a promising structural motif for the design of new 
effective antifouling materials beyond traditional ethylene glycol-based antifouling 
materials
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